We present a factorization formalism for inclusive production of heavy quarkonia of large transverse momentum, p T at collider energies, including leading power (LP) and next-to-leading power (NLP) behavior in p T . We demonstrate that both LP and NLP contributions can be factorized in terms of perturbatively calculable short-distance partonic coefficient functions and universal non-perturbative fragmentation functions, and derive the evolution equations that are implied by the factorization. We evaluate the first non-trivial order of evolution kernels for all relevant fragmentation functions, and discuss the role of NLP contributions.
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Introduction
The most theoretically sound and phenomenologically successful model for heavy quarkonium production at present is the non-relativistic QCD (NRQCD) model [1] . However, recently complete next-to-leading order calculations within NRQCD method [2, 3, 4] have difficulties to describe inclusive heavy quarkonia production at high energy colliders by using universal NRQCD longdistance matrix elements [5, 6] . Motivated in part by these challenges to existing theories, new approaches based on perturbative QCD (pQCD) factorization [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] were proposed for the systematic study of heavy quarkonium production at collider energies. A similar factorization approach based on soft-collinear effective theory was also recently proposed [13, 14] . In the pQCD factorization approach, the cross section is first expanded by 1/p 2 T , and both the leading power (LP) and next-to-leading power (NLP) terms of the expansion are factorized systematically into infrared-safe short-distance hard collision convoluted with universal fragmentation functions (FFs) [11, 12] .
The predictive power of this new factorization formalism relies on the perturbative calculations of the short-distance functions and the evolution kernels, and our knowledge of the universal fragmentation functions at an input scale µ 0 . The first nontrivial order in the α s expansion of evolution kernels and short-distance functions are given by Refs. [11] and [12] , respectively. The input fragmentation functions are non-perturbative, and in principle, can be extracted from fitting experimental data. In Refs. [15, 16] , these fragmentation functions have been calculated by applying an NRQCD-inspired model.
pQCD factorization
These generic Feynman diagrams represent alternative heavy quarkonium production processes, via the production of a single parton, here a gluon, (left) and a heavy quark pair (right) at short distance.
In terms of the 1/p 2 T expansion, the first two power contributions to the cross section of heavy quarkonium production at high p T are presented in sample diagrams in Fig. 1 . With all contributions up to the first subleading power in 1/p 2 T , we have the corresponding factorization formula [11] , [17] , which has off-shell partons, on-shell collinear partons, as well as a "cloud" of soft partons interacting in all possible ways. In the NLP expansion, the most dangerous interaction that may ruin the factorization is soft lines attached the leading fragmenation jet to other jets at the pinch surface [11] . In this case, soft gluons can be factorized and canceled from all jets as long as soft momenta are not in the "Glauber region" [18] . For "Glauber" gluons, we can deform the n-component of soft gluons to be larger, which takes the corresponding jet lines to a larger off-shellness, and thus away from the pinch surface. We conclude that nonperturbative effects that violate the factorization are suppressed to next-to-next-to-leading power.
Evolution kernels
By demanding that a physical cross section for heavy quarkonium production should not depend on the choice of the factorization scale µ, we obtain the following evolution equations for fragmentation functions up to NLP expansion [11] , was also calculated in an independent study [13, 14] . The effect of γ f →[QQ(κ ′ )] is to take into account contributions where a heavy quark pair is produced between time scales of 1/p T and 1/m Q .
As an example, we find
where S + and ∆ [8] − are functions of partonic fractions, given in Ref. [11] . This result is consistent with the kernel derived in Ref. [14] except for the logarithmic term and the last line. As a special case, if both κ and κ ′ are color-singlet, our results of Γ [QQ(κ)]→[QQ(κ ′ )] reproduce the familiar Efremov-Radyushkin-Brodsky-Lepage evolution kernel [19, 20] .
Summary
We have presented an all order QCD factorization formalism for the inclusive production of heavy quarkonia at large p T , which provides a systematic approach to study their production at collider energies beyond leading power. Although the rate to produce a heavy quark pair at a smaller distance scale than 1/m Q is suppressed in comparison with the production of a single parton, the probability for the pair to become a heavy quarkonium is larger than that for a single parton to form a heavy quarkonium by fragmenting into a heavy quark pair at a later time. We derived a closed set of evolution equations for both single parton and heavy quark pair fragmentation functions. We pointed out that once we work beyond the leading power, QCD evolution of fragmentation functions with respect to the variation of the factorization scale mixes the heavy quark pair fragmentation functions with single parton fragmentation functions. Such mixing in evolution corresponds to a resummation of the probability for the single fragmenting parton to generate a heavy quark pair from the distance scale of the hard collision, ∼ 1/p T , to a scale, 1/µ 0 ∼ 1/m Q at which the fragmentation process becomes non-perturbative. We calculated perturbatively the lowest order evolution kernels for all channels of heavy quark pair fragmentation functions, and also derived the first order evolution kernels for a single parton to evolve into a heavy quark pair. As expected from the factorization, all calculated evolution kernels are infrared finite. With the perturbatively calculated hard parts in Ref. [12] , evolution kernels derived here, and model input fragmentation functions in Refs. [15, 16] , we are ready to evaluate the heavy quarkonium production cross section at collider energies.
